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HERBERT H. CARNEGIE HIGHLIGHTS 

Page Characteristic Achievements 

3 Role Model Introduction — Overview of Herbert H. Carnegie 

4 Athlete Hockey  / Renowned athlete 

4 Achievement Inducted into 13 Halls of Fame 

5 Trailblazer The All Black Line and its impact in diversifying hockey 

6 Recognition Immortalized on 4 hockey cards 

7 Athlete Golfer / Winner of 24 amateur championships and 2 national titles 

[Only Black Canadian to hold this record.] 

8 Community 

Leader 

Established the Future Aces Hockey School in 1955 

[First registered hockey school of its kind in Canada.] 

8 Author The Future Ace Philosophy  -  1956 

[Wrote and introduced a character guideline as a component of the hockey 

school.] 

9 Inventor Invented instructional Hockey Board, The Carnegie System, 1963  

10 Inventor Created a hockey game / Pass and Score 

[Endorsed by hockey greats Punch Imlach and Frank Mahovlic] 

11 Business Leader Financial Advisor/Consultant with Investors Group / 32 years  

[First Black Canadian to be hired by a major financial institution setting 

company records and was inducted into their Hall of Fame.] 

PART 1 — Carnegie Passes and Scores 

Although in the early years, 
Herb’s hockey career took 
him away from home eight 
months of the year for sev-
enteen years, he was a lov-
ing husband and father.  
During that time the couple 
wrote love letters to each 
other almost every day.  
Audrey and Herb were mar-
ried 63 years.  They resided 
in a home built by their 
family in 1945 in the To-
ronto suburb of North York. 

Audrey and Herb with their 4 children 
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ABOUT HERBERT H. CARNEGIE 

Herbert Carnegie was born in Toronto, Ontario in 1919, following the emigration of his parents from 

Jamaica in 1912.  He had a loving marriage to Audrey Redmon for 63 years, raising their family of four 

(Goldie, Dale, Bernice, Rochelle) in the North York suburb of Toronto.  Since Dr. Carnegie’s death in 

March 2012 , he continues to be a Canadian icon who remains an inspiration for all who knew him.  He 

will forever be remembered for his legacy of enriching the lives of hundreds of thousands of youth. 

In his early years, he was a talented athlete who enjoyed an outstanding career in the Ontario Hockey 

Association and Quebec Hockey Leagues.  He broke barriers and made hockey history by being part of 

the only “All Black Line” in the semi-pro leagues in the 1940’s.  Following his hockey career, he 

established the first registered hockey school in Canada in 1955.  His greatest contribution to society 

began by including a character development component along with hockey skills training. 

Dr. Carnegie was a trailblazer.  His vision of justice, fair play and equity of opportunity produced a 

remarkable code of ethics — the Future Aces Philosophy — that transcended and outlived the hockey 

school.  It became  a character building and ethics tool adopted by school boards across the province 

and continues to be used in hundreds of schools and community initiatives.  Dr. Carnegie’s style of 

leadership was to help change attitudes and lives through positive enrichment. 

He is Founder of the Herbert H. Carnegie Future Aces Foundation with his wife Audrey and daughter 

Bernice.  Since its inception in 1987, their organization has helped countless individuals develop the 

confidence to become better citizens.  Their national scholarship program has awarded more than 

three quarters of a million dollars to students who engage in humanitarian and community service 

initiatives through extensive volunteerism.  

This is a two part pictorial account of Herb Carnegie’s life legacy 1) shares his contributions as an 

athlete and 2) his enormous role in educational youth development .  Enjoy the journey . . . 

From accomplished athlete to community role model 

Adrienne Clarkson 
Governor General of Canada 

presents Carnegie with  
The Order of Canada 

May 14, 2004 
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HERBIE CARNEGIE 

ATHLETE / HOCKEY 

 

Herbert H. Carnegie: 08/11/1919 – 09/03/2012 Born – Toronto, Ontario 
 

Beyond sport to sportsmanship:  
Herb Carnegie showed how his abilities on and off the ice demonstrated sportsmanship and 
character, enhancing society through his creative and diverse contributions as a community 
activist and philanthropist. 

 

For a brief video of his history and honours visit this link:   http://youtu.be/hZ6zxsz59Go 

 

Carnegie was a pace setter 
and brought value to his 
teams as an athlete and a 
man of integrity. 
  
Voted Most Valuable Player 

3 consecutive years 
 

Sherbrooke/Quebec Teams 
1947, 1948, 1949 

  

Herbie Carnegie – 17 year history in Provincial / Semi Professional Hockey 
  

1938-39  Young Rangers 
1939-41  Perron Flyers 
1941-44  Buffalo-Ankerite Bisons 
1944-45  Shawinigan Falls Cataracts 
1945-46  Sherbrooke Rand 
1946-49  Sherbrooke Saints 
1949-53  Quebec Aces 
1953-54  Owen Sound Mercury’s 
  
Championships 
1940-42  Northern Ontario Senior Champions 
1945-46  Quebec Provincial Hockey League Champions 
1952-53  Quebec Senior Champions 
1953-54  Owen Sound OHA Senior Champions 

Inductee in 13 Halls of Fame  

  

1996  Summit (G&CC) Hall of Fame 
1997  Pride Hall of Fame 
1997  Investors Group Ontario Hall of Fame 
1997  Owen Sound Sports Hall of Fame 
1997  International  Afro-American Sport Hall of Fame 
2001  Canada’s Sports Hall of Fame 
2004  Senior Hockey Hall of Fame Immortal 
2006  Black Hockey & Sports Hall of Fame / Nova Scotia 
2007  African American Ethnic Sports Hall of Fame 
2008  Whitevale (G&CC) Hall of Fame 
2014  Ontario Sports Hall of Fame 
2014  Timmins Heritage Sports Hall of Fame 
2015  Sport Hall of Honour (Toronto Pan Am Centre /  

Inaugural Inductee / Spirit of Sport) 

Nova Scotia 

Hall of Fame  

& Museum 
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TRAILBLAZERS — opening hockey to ethnic players:  The All Black Line 
Oswald B. Carnegie:  11/09/1915 – 23/05/1991 Born – Toronto, Ontario 

Herbert H. Carnegie:  08/11/1919 – 09/03/2012 Born – Toronto, Ontario 

Vincent Churchill McIntyre:  04/10/1918 – 12/06/2012  Born – Gagetown, New Brunswick 

Introduced DIVERSITY into the sport and challenged societal norms with dignity 
 

Herb Carnegie was centre for the first and legendary All Black Line in semi-pro hockey.  The 
Black Line opened doors of opportunity, paving the way for other Black and ethnic players 
like Willie 0’Ree, the first Black NHL player in 1958.  Although the line was only together for 
four years, Herb’s personal career spanned seventeen years during which he continued to 
be an anomaly in the sport. 

 

This unique line attracted fans from far and wide and nothing of its kind has been repeated 

at this level.  The outstanding talent of the three players, Ossie, Herbie and Manny, was a 

stepping stone for others to follow.  While enduring racial taunts from audiences, they 

maintained their dignity as men and continued to showcase their skills proving to be worthy 

competitors amongst the best.  Their passion for the sport kept them focused on the job at 

hand to contribute to their teams with their special athletic talents.  They not only 

distinguished themselves as superb athletes but as builders in the sport. The news articles of 

the day touted them as trailblazers, using descriptive and colourful headlines like: The 

Brown Bombers, The Dusky Raiders, The Dark Destroyers and The Ink Spots.  

 

Safety Gear  

Most players did not 
wear helmet protection 
in that era, but The 
Black Line were leaders 
in reinforcing  safety on 
the ice.  
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Herbie Carnegie 

Leaves a Legacy 

of 

Good Will 

 

Four 

Hockey Cards 

Back 

Back 

Back 

Front 

2006/2007 In The Game 
Ultimate Memorabilia 7th Edition  

Herb Carnegie Player Card 

Front 

Front 
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ATTITUDE : COURAGE : EXAMPLE : SERVICE 

ATHLETE — GOLFER EXTRAORDINAIRE 

Carnegie is the only Black  Canadian amateur golfer to chalk up twenty-four (24) champion-

ships.  Amongst his illustrious accomplishments, he achieved championship status at Summit 

Golf and Country Club four times (1967, 1968, 1973, 1976), Whitevale Golf Club champion 

three times (1963, 1964 and 1968), Canadian Senior Champion two times (1977 and 1978), 

Ontario Senior Champion three times (1975, 1976 and 1982), and was a member of the win-

ning Ontario Senior Team four times (1977, 1978, 1980, 1982).  Carnegie played with a pas-

sion until he gradually lost his eyesight due to glaucoma in the 1990s.  
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Carnegie was an INNOVATOR that engaged community 
  
TRAILBLAZER:  1955 - Established the Future ACES Hockey School - first registered hockey 
school in Canada to teach hockey skills while emphasizing character development. 
  
INVENTOR:  Created a hockey instructional board called The Carnegie System (later called 
Coach A Boy) used as a coaching tool by NHL teams and local teams. 

  
INVENTOR:  Created a hockey game called “Pass and Score” endorsed by Punch Imlach and 
                   Frank Mahovlich (sold at a major department store) 
  

COMMUNITY LEADER:  Future Aces Hockey School  — 
The first session of ice time was paid for by Herb who 
then went to community business owners for support.  
They rallied around the concept of providing an athletic 
program for boys aged 12-14.  The school ran for ten 
years and in addition to teaching the fundamentals of 
the game encouraged good citizenship on and off the 
ice by following the guidelines of good character 
introduced by the Future Aces Creed. 

INVENTOR:  1956 — authored 
Future Aces Philosophy 

citizenship guideline 
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INVENTOR:  The Carnegie System  

Carnegie created a magnetic 
instructional game board as a 
teaching tool to replace verbal and 
hand written diagrams when 
coaching players.   

The board was patented and used 
on top league and NHL teams. 
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INVENTOR:  Pass & Score — Carnegie created a hockey board game that was fun to play 
while teaching the fundamentals of hockey.  It was recommended by renowned hockey 
coach Punch Imlach and endorsed by Frank Mahovlich. 
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Carnegie enlisted corporate sponsors to support hockey 

Investors Group printed thousands of Hockey Instructional 
Handbooks promoting Carnegie’s vision of developing the love 
for hockey, while also enriching lives through character 
development. 

The booklet content encouraged parents, spectators, coaches 
and players to use the same positive character values on and 
off the ice. 

Carnegie takes hockey initiative into the business world 
  

ENTREPRENEUR:  Herb Carnegie took the commitment, persistence, dedication and 
values he learned from hockey into the business world. 
  
 Carnegie was the first Black man to be hired as a Financial Consultant with the major 

investment firm – Investors Group.  He set a company production record from the year 
he started by earning his way into the Millionaire’s Club 23 consecutive years. 

   
 Carnegie was inducted into the Investors Group Ontario Hall of Fame for distinguishing 

himself as a leader in production in addition to providing enrichment initiatives in the 
community.  A leadership and service award were established and are given out annually 
to a staff employee and a consultant who emulate the values of Herbert Carnegie. 

Residual outreach 
Thousands of consultants are reminded of 
Herb’s story every year when Investors Group 
awards an employee and a consultant with the 
Herbert H. Carnegie Leadership Award & the 
Herbert H. Carnegie Service Award. 
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HERBERT H. CARNEGIE HIGHLIGHTS 
Page Characteristic Achievements 

12 Community Leader Herbert H. Carnegie Future Aces Foundation established in 1987 

13 Future Aces Creed Citizenship Guideline transitions from hockey into schools and community 

14 Legacy Carnegie brings character values to schools & the Foundation 

15 Legacy Future Aces good medicine for Society’s ills 

16 Achievement Milestone — celebrating 50 years with Future Aces 

17 Hero Herb Carnegie becomes a real life comic book character in Spider Man 

18 Author Author of autobiography — A Fly in a Pail of Milk 

19 Tribute Herbert H. Carnegie Centennial Centre 

20 Icon Portrait of Herbert Carnegie   -  Freedom Fighter’s Series 

21 Tribute Herbert H. Carnegie Public School  

22 Role Model  Top Cop / Honorary Chief of Police / York Regional Police Service 

23 Role Model 8 Community Service Medals 

24 Philanthropist Three quarters of a million in National Scholarship Awards 

25 Legend Community Recognition / Carnegie on Billboard and in Canadian Museum 

26 Media Docs. Community Recognition / Media & Events 

27 RIP Gone but not forgotten 

PART 2 — A Community Activist Changes lives 

HERBERT H. CARNEGIE FUTURE ACES FOUNDATION 

In 1987 Herbert Carnegie with his wife Audrey and 
daughter Bernice established a charitable foundation that 
has enriched the lives of hundreds of thousands of youth. 
The Foundation has serviced hundreds of schools for more 
than three decades with character development 
presentations, self esteem and leadership conferences and 
a national scholarship and character awards program. 

An Education Team was developed as a wing of the Foundation and carried on the work 
Herbert Carnegie had started prior to the Foundation.  Curriculum lesson plans were devel-
oped and shared with educators at training sessions and Future Aces leadership implemen-
tation days.  While Mr. Carnegie due to age and lose of sight was unable to maintain his 
fervent pace, daughter Bernice, Future Aces staff, volunteers and educators continued to 
ensure his legacy stayed alive.  The Future Aces movement took on a life of its own . . . 
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HERBERT CARNEGIE FUTURE ACES CREED 

A Guideline for Good Citizenship / Timely but Timeless 
transitions from hockey to schools 

Discover how Carnegie’s Future ACES Philosophy and initiatives changed lives. 

 

Inspires 
and 

Builds Character 
in 

19 Languages 
 

Albanian 

Arabic 

Chinese 

English 

Farsi 

French 

German 

Greek 

Italian 

Japanese 

Korean 

Oji-Cree syllabics 

Portuguese 

Punjabi 

Somali 

Spanish 

Tamil 

Urdu 

Vietnamese 
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Herbert Carnegie EDUCATOR and INNOVATOR brings character development to schools 

Herb Carnegie’s most significant contribution to society was and continues to be the Future Aces 
Philosophy.  He wrote it in 1956 as a character and self development guideline for good citizenship 
and for the boys in his hockey school.  In 1979 it became an educator’s tool to promote safe school 
environments.  Countless youth have been enriched by Future Aces initiatives for several decades. 

The values and influence of Future Aces remain both timely and timeless. 

 

Herb and daughter Bernice 
took Future Aces character 
values to hundreds of 
schools. 
 
Even after Herb lost his 
eyesight to glaucoma he 
was still a favourite speaker 
for both kids and adults. 

 

Students frequently 
choose Dr. Carnegie for 
BHM awareness projects.   
Portraits of Carnegie are 
found in many schools.  
“Remembering a legend.” 
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Building Leaders 

 

He 

Made 

A 

Difference 
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A MODEL OF CHARACTER:  Carnegie’s Future Aces Credo remains timely and timeless 

Veronica Lacey, Director of Education, North York Board of Education wrote (to Herb) in 1989: 

“Your commitment and ongong efforts to promote the self esteem of children and youth have 
permeated the strategies that many schools use to foster this important aspect of human 
development.” 

 

Gerry Connelly, Director Education, Toronto District School Board wrote (about Herb) in 2005: 

“One highly successful strategy that helps us achieve inclusive and safe schools is embedded in the 
Future Aces Creed.  It is a creed of positive thinking that has been helping students, staff and parents 
and community members for close to five decades.  Its creator, Herbert Carnegie, is the recipient of 
many awards, locally, provincially and nationally.” 

“He’s a pillar, a power, a promoter of peace, a player with passion, a person of prestige, a 
purveyor of prudence and portrait of perseverance.”   Michael “Pinball” Clemons 
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HERO:  Hockey in Comics — Carnegie became a real life 
comic book character in two Spider-Man comics with  a 
hockey theme.  This project initiated by the Canadian 
Chief’s of Police depicts Herb as a HOCKEY COACH working 
with Spidey to prevent the distribution of drugs for youth. 

1990 
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 Bayview Post 
 

July 1997 

AUTHOR:   Carnegie’s Story in Schools 

School Boards in the Greater Toronto 
Area purchased Herb’s autobiography 
for each school library.  In addition a 
curriculum guideline was created.  
Students had an opportunity to learn 
from his life’s challenges and successes. 

News update:  rerelease Nov 8, 2019 

Daughter Bernice Carnegie adds Part II 

“lessons passed on from father to daughter” 
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COMMUNITY ROLE MODEL 

honoured with an ARENA 
 
Carnegie continued to boost 
the profile of HOCKEY through 
community recognition.  A good 
work ethic as an athlete 
translated into community 
leadership. 

 

The rededication of the arena in 2013 included an 
internal makeover, sharing Carnegie’s story and 
housing memorabilia of his hockey and life’s journey.   
There are two 13’ display cases, a 17’ banner of 
photos and media information and a “He Shoots, He 
Scores” achievement wall. 

2001 
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PORTRAIT of Herbert H. Carnegie 

This portrait was created by Mark Stoddart as part of a collection called FREEDOM FIGHTERS.  It 
was presented at the 2013 rededication of Herbert H. Carnegie Centennial Centre in 
Toronto where it hangs in one of the memorial display cases, sharing the legacy of Herb 
Carnegie. 

Mark’s artwork combines 
a passion for music and 
sports with a spirit of so-
cial activism and a com-
mitment to “educate, 
empower and unite.”  

His paintings reflect his 
personal commitment to 
celebrate the passion, 
struggle and accomplish-
ments of Black athletes 
and entertainers. 

M a r k ’ s  F R E E D O M 
FIGHTER COLLECTION, 
includes more than 12 
paintings of legendary 
athletes such as Jim 
Brown, Dr. John Carlos, 
Bill Russell, Jackie Robin-
son, Muhammad Ali and 
legendary Canadian ath-
lete, Harry Jerome.  

The paintings depict the 
familiar stories of iconic 
Black athletes who broke 
colour barriers and came 
to stand as symbols of 
American and Canadian 
culture.    
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SCHOOL ROLE MODEL: 

He became a civic-minded ambassador 

who spoke at community meetings, for 

athletic organizations and in schools. 

For five decades Carnegie continued to 

promote a lifestyle that exemplified the 

values of hard work, fair play and integrity 

that were instilled in him from his early 

years as an athlete. 

Initially TDSB dedicated the 3rd week in 

September as Herbert Carnegie Future 

Aces Week. (Now changed to the 2nd 

week in November to honour his birthday). 

Ontario Ministry of Education sent 
Herb’s profile to 72 school boards 
and 5,000 Early Childcare Centres. 
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COMMUNITY ROLE MODEL:  

 In 2005 Herb Carnegie was sworn in as 
Honorary Chief of Police by York 
Regional Police Service (YRPS). 

 Annually at the YRP Police Appreciation 
Dinner, Herb’s story is profiled when a 
service award is presented to an officer 
or staffer in his name. 

 No. 2 District in Richmond Hill 
houses the Herbert H. 
Carnegie  Community Service 
Room. 

 Future Aces workshops were 
established for new cadets. 

Ron Fanfair / The Share 

FUTURE ACES POSITIVE TICKETING 

Future Aces initiatives were adapted for 
community policing.  In 2008 YRP introduced 
Future Aces Positive Ticketing.  It provides 
incentives to youth “Caught in the Act” of 
demonstrating deeds of good character. 

Durham Regional Police also had an initiative. 
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2012— Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal 

2004— Order of Canada (O.C.) 

2002— Queen Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee Medal 

1996— Order of Ontario (O.Ont) 

1992— Commemorative medal for the 125th Anniversary of Canada 

1990— Metropolitan Toronto Canada Day Medal 

1988— Ontario Medal for Good Citizenship (O.M.C.) 

1977— Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee Medal 

Carnegie receives Honorary Doctor of Laws 
Degree at York University — 2006 

He gives convocation address to 2,000 graduates. 

8 COMMUNITY SERVICE MEDALS 

 Herbert Carnegie continued to be 
recognized throughout his life for his 
many contributions to youth. 

 He walked the talk and found ways to  
fulfill his vision of making this world a 
better place to live and grow. 

There is no age limit 
on being a role model. 

Daughter Goldie, Herb and wife Audrey 
celebrate Order of Ontario 
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PHILANTHROPIST:  
Carnegie’s Legacy Lives On 
 
He established a youth based organization called 
the Herbert H. Carnegie Future Aces Foundation 
that helps build self esteem and empower 
thousands of young people to live up to their 
potential to build more caring communities.  The 
Foundation benefits approximately 100,000 
students each year with character initiatives and 
has now awarded more than three quarters of a 
million dollars in scholarships to young people 
who give back to their communities through  
extensive volunteerism and community service. 
 
His daughter Bernice and co-founder of the 
organization was the Executive Director of the 
Foundation for 17 years.  She continued to share 
her father’s legacy to thousands of students each 
year as Educational and Life Enrichment speaker. 
Younger sibling Rochelle later joined the group 
and participated in various roles—first as an 
administrator and then with the Education team. 
 
Although Carnegie’s NHL dream did not  
materialize, his love of the sport was so strong 
that every aspect of his life  grew from the roots 
and foundation of his hockey career.  His life was 
all about building a better tomorrow. 
One of his favorite quotes:  “I want to leave this 
world a better place than I found it.” 

Over the years it has been amazing to see 

students from every culture, religion and 

race benefit from Future Aces initiatives. 
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Herb was on a Billboard! 

York 

Regional 

Police 

honour 

Herb 

Bernice and daughter Brooke reminisce 

as they look at the Herb Carnegie exhibit at the 

Canadian Museum of History 

in Gatineau Quebec / 2017 

MYSEUM / Online museum features Carnegie’s story 

along with posters throughout 

the Toronto Subway May 2020 
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Herbert Carnegie has been featured by the 
media in dozens of news broadcasts and 
documentary films.   
 
A few include: 

 Soul on Ice:  Past, Present and Future 

 The Luminaries / Planet Africa Television 

& OBHS 

 Stories of our Becomings 

 Too Colourful for the League 

 TransWorld Sport News documentary / 

aired in 133 countries 

 Black Ice (CBC radio documentary) / won 

23rd Annual Media Human Rights Award 

 
Herb’s story has been written up in 
thousands of news articles, magazines, 
sports books and educational documents.  

HERBERT H. CARNEGIE IN THE MEDIA 

Visit  

Check out 

Herbert Carnegie 

online at 

The 

Canadian 

Encyclopedia 

under 

(People / Athletes)  

Herbert Carnegie 

is recognized during 

2015 PAN AM GAMES 

by 

Department of 

Canadian Heritage 

and 

Ontario Black 

History Society 

TDSB 

Schools 
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Gone but not forgotten! 

Bernice Carnegie /  Speaker, Author & Family Historian / bernicecarnegie@gmail.com / 416.496.1825 




